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Abstract— Computer networks are complex systems, often routing hundreds, thousands, or even millions 
of data packets every second. Therefore, in order for networks to handle large amounts of data, it is 
important that the data routes efficiently. So, the need for security management and protecting data 
become evident in networks. IP network recovery defines Clusters, or multiple computers that work 
together. IP network recovery designs security policy in network to reduce packet failure, minimize error 
in networks, and prevent from congestion. The scope of this paper is to introduce structure for Data 
protection and Retention. It improves energy efficiency in networks by using recovery load distribution 
algorithm.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Network is a complex issue that is historically only practiced by those who are trained in the domain. 
However, as more people are connected to the network, the number of people who should know the basics of 
energy efficiency in a networked world is also increasing. Energy efficiency is the goal of efforts to reduce the 
amount of energy required to provide products and services. This method is used to receive a packet of routing 
information and send it through a network device to another device on a different network. If your network does 
not have a router, allowing routing of data between your network and other networks would not exist [6]. It is 
important to find appropriate strategies for improving energy efficiency before the background of rapidly 
increasing traffic volumes [5]. 

A router for routing a packet should be aware of the following information: First, router finds destination address, 
second, it identifies Neighboring routers that are using the possibility of obtaining information on remote 
networks are provided. Third, router fined Existing routes to all remote networks. Fourth, router fined the best 
path to a remote network [7]. 

One of the main potentials required for routing in a network is to communicate with other networks. If there is no 
possibility of routing protocols, computers will not be able to exchange data [6]. 

Routers are always attacks by hacker or software. Router may discard packets, so this problem is causing the loss 
of packets [7][8]. And receiver cannot reach packets. So, packet should resend for several times. The constrained 
resources of sensor nodes make it very unlikely to employ strong security mechanisms on a sensor platform; the 
networks are usually deployed in hostile environments such as military battlefields. Therefore, routing protocols 
for networks face many difficulties, such as energy constraints invite DoS attacks [8], memory and bandwidth 
constraints prevent using sophisticated routing protocols, compromised nodes may inject malicious messages or 
drop data traffic, and so on. MRC is connectionless that send packet over networks [11]. First IP network 
recovery find additional route to destination and the recovered traffic is routed in a backup configuration from the 
point of failure to the egress node [4]. This shifting of traffic from the original path to a backup path affects the 
load distribution in the network, and might lead to congestion [2]. Occasionally the load added on a link can be 
significant. Enhanced IP network recovery find isolated node [3].  

II. OVERVIEW OF INR PROTOCOL 

A. step one 

First, Spatial structure refers to an integrated information environment in wide range area that in this case is PLR 
and delay is a technique to solve packets failure problems. So, Packet loss rate calculates the average loss of IP 
packets over the network server is defined. 

Second, delay is the average time it takes for destination to receive packet. This parameter is calculated based on 
the average of the sampling period. 

 First, One of the most important and challenging problems in the sensor network is energy and lifetime of 
network nodes [5]. To increase the life of nodes at data transfer between source and destination nodes can be used 
in different ways. One of these methods is loads distribution [1] among network nodes. Second, specify the buffer 
size and solve the traffic problem and congestions. Third, resolve the ambiguity around the lost packets. Once the 
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ambiguity from congestion is removed, subsequent packet losses can be attributed to malicious actions. Fourth, 
calculate the number of Routers that have been attacked. Fifth, the packet includes a timestamp. Timestamp 
consist of an optional generation time. So with time stamp router can understand the stream of data. So it is 
simple to understand which packets are come from attackers. Sixth, Separation of isolated router from non-
isolated routers by IP addresses [3]. Seventh, generate backup from data .with this solution we can compare 
packets that receive by destination with original packets. Then we calculate the number of packets lost. 

B. Step2 

After first step INR distributes the processing and traffic evenly across a network, making sure no single 
device is overwhelmed. Web servers, as in the example above, often use load balancing to evenly split the traffic 
load among several different servers. This allows them to use the available bandwidth more effectively, and 
therefore provides faster access to the websites they host. The goal of network security, network protection 
against these attacks, so the targets can be presented in four categories: Fixed a data privacy, Maintain integrity, 
Maintaining data availability, and Risk Analysis [9].Network security is a process in which a network can be 
secured against a variety of internal and external threats [2]. The following steps are recommended for safety and 
have been approved: The first thing helps the network technician able to detect possible faults related to how 
network worked before packet has lost. It is easier to identify the cause of errors.  

 Link Test 

 Research on segments activity analysis 

 Use of DHCP  

 Ping in local and remote for test link. 

 Identify the part that should be protected 

 To make decisions about where they need to be protected from the departments concerned. 

 Make decisions about threats. 

 Re-review process and strengthen its ongoing weakness 

Besides the obvious benefits of increasing energy efficiency of network elements by leveraging technology 
progress, load-adaptive network operation is a very promising option. The risk analysis of network security 
policies must be defined in such a way that risks of damage to a minimum. General overview of security policies 
and do not pay details. Details can be changed within a short time, but the overall securities of a network that 
constitute its Policies remain constant [9]. Implementation of security policy before each router is mandatory 
“Fig. 1”. 
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Figure1 .Design security policy before routers  

III. GENERATING RECOVERY LOAD DISTRIBUTION ALGORITHM: 

Whether load distribution is done on a local network or a large Web server, it requires hardware or software 
that divides incoming traffic among the available servers. Networks that receive high amounts of traffic may 
even have one or more servers dedicated to balancing the load among the other servers and devices in the 
network [1]. These servers are often called (not surprisingly) load balancers”table I”. 

TABLE I.  GENERATING RECOVERY LOAD DISTRIBUTION ALGORITHM 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A. Simulation  parameters 

Compare with EINR, INR design security policy for packets which before routers. Hence it guarantees 
information security in networks.  Second parameter is energy efficiency improvement in networks “TABLE II”. 
Protocol tries to detect errors and prevent from congestion. 

TABLE II .   INR EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

                          delay            Improve energy efficiency     security policy    congestion     errors 
 

INR                      minimum                    Yes                              Yes                       minimum     minimum 

B. Simulation results 
IP network recovery tests for more than 100 nodes by using java” Fig. 2”. Unlike other methods used with 
normal IP rerouting, this method does not compromise on the routing performance in the failure free case. 

 
Figure2 : Simulation results 

V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH OTHER RELATED WORKS 

In this section, I compare 4 protocols. MRC is strictly connectionless and it is base on hop by hop forwarding 
[11]. FINR or fast IP network recovery is local mechanism that route packet through backup configuration [4] 
.but it does not guarantee security policy. EINR improve speed by separation of isolated nodes from non isolated 
nodes .EINR does not improve energy efficiency [3] “Fig. 3”. 
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Figure 3 . Comparison with other related works 

VI. CONLUSION 

Network behavior analysis (NBA) is an intrusion-detection technique that uses the patterns in network-traffic 
structures and properties to identify possible attacks and technical problems with minimal impact on user data 
.privacy With use of security policy, packet receive by destination and it prevents from packet failure .INR 
minimize error and congestion in network. So, this mechanism used to optimize energy in networks.  
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